EDITORIAL

Why do simple ideas don’t diffuse easily?

M

ost innovators solve local problems not for seeking
rewards but to pursue their inner happiness. Only
a few are able to generate commercial returns from
their innovations. Others share them as open source ideas with
the wider society. And yet, by merely putting them in open
domain, innovations do not get adopted by the communities
around the world. Unless we find effective ways of reducing the
transaction costs for those who need such ideas, the ideas remain unused. These cost include the costs of accessing the innovation databases, translating them into local languages, and
if illiterate, find someone who would search and provide the
essence of the innovation to them, and pursue distributed onfarm trials of farmers’ innovations. After getting information,
one may or may not find it feasible. The translation of available
innovation into operational practice is not a simple step. It may
involve further experiments and co-creation or collaborative
adaptive trials.
Not every innovation may actually have the potential for diffusion. But, the spirit and the struggle behind every innovation
can indeed spur the efforts by those struggling with similar
problems. While evaluating the impact of an innovation, we
seldom measure the inspirational and instrumental impact
of it. Therefore, the full potential of an idea remains unharnessed. Farmers use different plants to attract predators of the
pest affecting their crop. It is quite possible that the same pest
may be affecting same or different crops in other regions. If we
diffuse this creative solution in areas where the relevant plant
attracting the predators does not exist, some farmers may find
the information irrelevant. If we don’t share such seemingly
‘irrelevant’ ideas, those who would have used this information
either as a heuristic, metaphor or as a trigger for searching other plants having the same property may be prevented from unleashing their experimental spirit. It is also possible that if the
information was shared, some people, while rejecting it, would
have provoked others to try and improve upon it. By focusing
too much on the artefactual, instrumental or practical utility of
an innovation, we are refusing to tap tremendous potential of
the multiplier effect. The time has come for a paradigm shift in
the entire approach to recognition and diffusion of innovation.
The conventional extension system needs to change not just
from lab-to-lab to land-to-lab-to-land but, rather from solution-transfer to trigger-transfer.
There are several other reasons why open source ideas do not
diffuse on their own or are not picked up by many private or
public intermediary organisations. There is a cultural belief
among some that things given for free are of lesser value. When
such ideas are developed by the less educated or the farmers

and artisans from the unorganised sector, the disbelief may increase even further. National Innovation foundation (NIF) had
recognised a very interesting practice of irrigation by a farmer,
Harbhajan Singh, Haryana. His idea was to irrigate cotton in
alternate rows to reduce water usage by half and also minimise
use of pesticide without losing productivity at all. In fact, there
are studies which show that with reduced irrigation, productivity may even go up besides saving water.
Despite so much crisis of water, why has this idea not picked
up? Is it because it is very simple and easy to prove wrong?
Should the complexity of an idea necessarily enhance its credibility? Why would policymakers and extension workers not
encourage simple experiments? The irony is that in a knowledge economy, knowledge-based advice is most neglected
while material input-based messages flow smoothly. This is a
long overdue correction in this strategy for revitalising Indian and rather global agriculture. Given the high cost of input,
reduced margin and reduced resilience, one cannot overstress
the need for amplifying management lessons. The small farmers who might not be able to afford costly inputs, can improve
their productivity through such lessons. For the innovators, the
adoption of their ideas by other farmers is one of the most appreciated incentives. Let me give another example of a simple
solution. For a long time, it has been established that milk can
be used for viral control in vegetables and a few other crops;
there is a lot of scientific literature to back this. But, why can’t
this innovation be popularised by scientists? Is it because such
an innovation, simpler and easier to implement for a farmer,
would ideally empower them. They will then explore more and
more “do-it-yourself ” solutions? But, would not that be good
from a self-reliant and sustainable development perspective?
Why this kind of solution or other simpler ones have not been
investigated further? We need to re-orient our thinking from
the notion that if an innovation isn’t complex enough then the
job is not well done.
When Gujarat Technological University appointed over a dozen grassroots innovators as adjunct faculty, it increased the motivation of those innovators by a great amount. Many of them
were invited to various colleges for lectures on the journey of
their frugal innovations. The program did not continue subsequently but it was a good idea. May be, other academic institutions should consider inviting grassroots innovators as adjunct
faculty. Science and technology students will thus learn the art
of frugal engineering and technology development process
from those who are materially constrained but not intellectually limited in their imagination. The art of thinking simply,
making complex machines with simple design principles will
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hopefully become apparent.
The President of India hosts innovators
as a part of Innovation Scholar-in-Residence programme at Rashtrapati Bhavan. This is one of the greatest recognition that any country can bestow upon
a grassroots innovator or a student. And
yet, this by itself may not ensure that
their ideas will diffuse faster and wider.
An attempt is made to connect the innovators with various policymakers, technology leaders and other experts in the
field so as to expand opportunities for
their ideas to grow, mature and diffuse.
The opportunity of showcasing their
innovations at international trade fairs
also gets them significant traction in
the market place. Shodhyatras provide
another opportunity for disseminating
ideas. Public and private media have not
paid much attention towards diffusion
of innovations by farmers, mechanics,
artisans, etc. The diffusion has remained
constrained also because the supply
chains do not favour open source ideas.
The structure of the Honey Bee Network, evolved over past two and a half
decades, essentially dealt with scouting,
documentation in early years and, to a
limited extent, value addition and diffusion through local language newsletters
and other means. The structure will have
to be renegotiated so that the stake-

holders, having a greater role to play in
value chain development in future, also
acquire more importance without sacrificing the strength, motivation and commitment of the existing collaborators.
The complexity of technology must be
matched by simplicity and frugality of
supply chain for its dissemination. We
will have to find out new ways in which
dissemination of knowledge as well as
material-based innovation through market and non-market channels can take
place as vigorously as that happening in
the case of scouting.
We have to learn all the lessons which
led to the cases where diffusion has indeed taken place such as several farmer-developed crop varieties, herbal pest
control, motorcycle-based plough, etc.
It is not the innate cost effectiveness
or profitability of an idea that explains
its eventual diffusion but, it also has to
do with the credibility of the channel
through which it diffuses, how easy it is
to practice, whether other costlier alternatives are still effective or not, and to
what extent the local communities wish
to experiment and try a given idea, not
just as a practice but as metaphor or heuristic.
We should start working backwards, by
learning from successful farmers who

Treading towards inclusive innovation
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innovate. Bringing grassroots innovative farmers and more importantly the
workers, including women, at the centre
of agricultural research to blend formal
and informal science is required. This
has been tried to some extent by the
Honey Bee Networkfor the past 26 years.
We need to first find out from them how
they deal with certain agricultural challenges, including climate change adaptations they face. Scientists can then
continue working with them using their
innovations as a starting point to develop simple, practical solutions that are
easy for farmers to adopt. So, it should
be farmers and workers first, farmers
and workers last. Let’s keep it simple.
I look forward to hearing from the readers about new ways of engagement with
public, private and civil society actors.
Unless a good idea diffuses, the cost
reduces, the productivity, conservation
of environment and the quality of life
of knowledge-rich economically poor
people improves, mere recognition may
not help enough. However, niche-based
diffusion has its own advantage of meeting the unmet needs of those communities which otherwise might have got
alienated.

Prof Anil K Gupta

In the land of Chakmas: Colours, creativity and
conservation
Walking in a tribal region having one of the highest educational coverage and attainment in the country was a revealing experience.
Though at a geographically disadvantaged location, Tripura beat Kerala in literacy percentage in 2013. It is not surprising that
numerous private schools open in summer for children. But, significant poverty still characterises the Gandachal region of Tripura.
Located on the border of Bangladesh, the region seems peaceful. Though, it has a history of social protests. The shodhyatris observed
the traditional handlooms, crop varieties, musical instruments, and experienced a pervasive culture of sharing values and a warm
hospitality. Women here weave colours in their foldable handlooms as also in life while the younger generation has learnt the art
of fusing traditional and contemporary designs. Children, as always, amased us by their unbound imagination to solve problems.
Culturally rich, managing local knowledge so well, the Chakma, Tripura, Riang and other communities are asserting their identity.
We have to join hands with them to collaboratively discover new paths that don’t exacerbate their exploitation and instead enhance
their access to modern institutions and technologies.

“Will you tell us what medicine you
will use for cancer?” when asked, Anant
Kumar Chakma replied, “How can I
answer your question? Unless I see
the symptoms, I cannot prescribe any
medicine. There are different kinds of
cancer.” Seldom have we come across
traditional healers who are so precise
in their pedagogy and have their own
standards of the right way to dispense
medicines. Anant (85) has a well-

documented register with an index
of symptoms and their combinations.
Having walked more than 5,000 km,
we saw the most thoroughly written
documentation is maintained by the
Chakma community healers in their own
script. Almost every healer we met had
a book of their experiences, formulations
and feedback from the patients. They
do mix extracts of animal parts in a
few cases. For instance, the covering

of the liver of poultry, mixed with a
particular herb, is applied externally to
control certain kinds of tumours. We
came across several cases of treating
tumours through external applications.
This is different from conventional
medicine. Perhaps, there is a case for
alternate heuristics to be tried and listed
through systematic scientific trials. A
lively healing tradition, based on local
diversity, deserves an urgent attention
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Anant Kumar Chakma

Traditional foldable loom

because the younger generation might
not be able to sustain it without external
incentives and support.

their traditions. Many could weave a
traditional dress of six metres in about
11 days.

Around 40 shodhyatris walked 90
kilometres in Dhalai district in Tripura
during the 35th Shodhyatra, organised
from May 13-18, 2015. Walking with
the Chakma tribe, the participants
discovered numerous insights about
conservation, creativity and colour.
Almost every house there has a vibrant
living tradition of weaving on a foldable
handloom with striking colours and
beautiful patterns. Mostly, the ladies
wear what they weave. They use these
either for their own use or to gift. The
younger ladies have started modifying
the designs within the confines of

There are large number of local varieties
of paddy, brinjal, jackfruit and other
vegetables, tubers and grain crops.
There are paddy varieties which mature
in the period ranging from two to six
months. Most farmers seem to grow
them organically. There is a scarcity of
fish and therefore, they catch and dry it
and use when needed. There are also a
large number of uncultivated vegetables
and tubers in the forest.
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While most houses have toilets, water
is scarce in some of these villages.
This is one area where urgent action
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is called for. Even schools have lights,
functional toilets and water facilities.
In general, there is good community
sanitation and hygiene in the region.
The hunger for education is intense
and we have never come across so
many educated grandparents in a tribal
region. We did not come across any
malnourished child. Healthy people and
a healthy environment in an otherwise
economically-depressed region points
to the interventions required in future.
There is in situ value addition in
local fruits like jackfruits, pineapples,
bananas or litchis. This shows great
entrepreneurial potential in the youth.
An ethical engagement of external
entrepreneurs with the local youth can

Woman in traditional attire

trigger knowledge-based enterprises
using local resources.
Recently, houses have got tin sheds
which is a great relief in the region
that receives rains for the larger part
of the year. Roads have been well
maintained, though there could be a
few more culverts wherever bridges
have been built. Without letting shallow
streams flow, cultivation of paddy in the
riverbeds might seem profitable in the
short term but in the longer term, the
ecosystem might suffer. However, when
rains are torrential, earthen bunds don’t
come in the way of the flow.
While absorbing the generosity of the
local culture and institutions, shodhyatris

A woman playing a traditional Chakma musical instrument
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A community school

from all over the country were drawing
inspiration from the outstanding culture
of conserving biodiversity, colourful
handlooms and clean environment. The
presentation of cycle-based ploughs and
other water-lifting devices generated
a lot of curiosity. There was a small
discussion when some of the bamboo
workers claimed that they could make
more number of incense sticks with their
knives than what would be possible by
the hand-operated machine by Ralte
from Mizoram.
A confluence of local diversity and

creativity with innovators from outside
is creating a promising future, full of
possibilities. The Honey Bee Network
is determined to make a difference by
building upon these local initiatives,
from a region that has remained
otherwise less influenced by exogenous
technologies. The exceptions are dish
TV, mobile phones and other means of
transport. Rising aspirations require a
responsive innovation transformation.
We look forward to working with local
administration, central universities and
the state government to explore cocreative development solutions.

Chakmas danced and sang traditional songs to honour the Shodhyatris
8
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For a long stretch, while walking in
Gondacherra region, Dholai district of
the state, we did not hear the songs
of birds nor did we see them flying.
Later, we discovered that the people
used to make clay balls, dry them and
kill birds with a sling, to eat them
later. It was difficult to say whether it
was low farm productivity and hunger
spells or just a cultural habit which led
to trapping of jungle fowls and killing
of birds. But, lack of any durable asset
in their huts did not leave much scope
for speculation.
On being asked, one of the Chakmas
aimed at a mango on the tree. Without
batting an eyelid, he aimed and the
mango dropped in a single hit. But, he is
an “unskilled” tribal as per NITI Aayog’s
definition. Only because leveraging his
skills for sports or any other exercise
in security agencies is not a part of
our inclusive development agenda, he
continues being unskilled.
After crossing a cliff, we could see
birds. The community seemed to have
less stress for survival as there were
plain lands, more agricultural yields
and income, more cattle and greater
diversification in coping strategies.
Conservation of birds in tribal regions
is vital for ecosystem conservation and
management of biodiversity. Ensuring
food security for them can be a vital

tool. But, the government must give
food subsidy to deserving people (70
per cent of the people could not be
deserving the subsidy anyway), so
what if birds don’t survive, ecosystems
deteriorate and poor tribals are forced
to migrate?
One of the surprising observations
was the use of chemical weedicides in
some of the fields, to prepare them for
ginger and other crops. The government
of Tripura has not taken a view yet
to keep such regions chemical-free,
unlike Sikkim which has declared
itself an organic state. The architectural
design innovations were appreciable
but there were practically no rooftop
water-harvesting structures. With so
much problem of water, adding a
small bamboo or tin channel below
tinsheds and collecting water in tanks
(to be distributed later) would be a
very affordable and viable water storage
structure in this high-rainfall region.
The shodhyatra also taught us a great
deal about the extraordinary tradition
of maintaining inter-generational records
of herbal-healing knowledge system.
During an idea contest, a little kid
Tunnab Joy Tripura, gave an interesting
idea of two children holding a long
umbrella from two sides under which
other kids can walk and thus go to school
together. Many communities danced
and sang traditional songs to honour
the shodhyatris. It was observed that in
some regions the traditional forms had

Inquisitive, innocent , ingenious children attending the village meeting

given way to modern dance steps, given
the numerous dish TVs in the region.
Recipe contest brought out diversity of
a large number of uncultivated tubers,
leafy vegetables and other food items
collected from forests for meeting their
nutritional needs. Many of these were
also functional foods. Handloom designs
had a considerable scope for adaptation
for contemporary needs.
Chakmas are economically poor but
mentally strong. They have a strong
spirit and desire to improve community
life while living in a stress-prone region.
They are proud of their culture. Chakma
kids are motivated to learn even during
summer vacation.
Chakmas are also a tolerant community.

They have gone through a turbulent
past due to socio-political conflicts in
the region. Linking a predominantly
self-provisioning society with market
is of course a daunting task. It may
increase their vulnerability but it may
also reduce it, depending on the terms at
which the exchange takes place between
the formal and informal sectors. Honey
Bee Network has started the follow-up
action. A bamboo-processing machine
has been brought from Mizoram and
food-processing machine from Haryana.
In addition, hand and pedal-driven
water pumps have also been brought.
Cycle-based devices generated most
interest among the community members.
The community engagement continues
and hopefully, the fuller developmental
potential will eventually unfold.
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CHIN-XVIII
Hand-powered electric generator
He Changgen, 56, Fenglin, Jiangxi
Changgen was worried about the fuel
shortage at the petrol station that he
worked at. After a lot of research and

Baoyuan Liu, a farmer, had experienced that many of the agricultural
farming machinery are not convenient
to use and are also laborious for the
farmers. He therefore began improvising
these machines. By 2008, he had made
multiple modifications. Most of the
farming tools modified by Liu are practical, technologically advanced and easy
to use. They also save a lot of time and
labour, especially the fertiliser drill.
It is an all-weather device and can cover

an area of 40 acres a day. It is also inexpensive.
Liu has till date made modifications
on the backhoe with wheels, rakes and
other farming tools. The wheel gears designed by him are also unique. The farming tools and devices modified by him
are well received by the local farmers
and he now is almost a celebrity for the
villagers. People are eager to
use the tools modified by him.

help from his brother, he devised a novel generator. Since 1992, he has been
granted seven patents. The generator is
not dependent on the local power grid.
It converts kinetic and electromagnetic
energy into electricity. It is intended to
help solve the energy crisis and is both
easy to clean and energy-efficient.
Fertiliser distributor
Baoyuan Liu (Huhe Wenduer, Inner
Mongolia)
China and India
Cotton separating machine

T

he cotton separating machine developed by Mei
Xiaokun is simple, cost-effective and easy to operate.
When the cotton pods are put
into the machine, the cotton is
separated from the shell and
comes out through an outlet
while the empty cotton shells
are thrown out through another outlet. The machine can
easily separate about 150 kg of
cotton from the pods, as compared to only 10 kg manually.
This machine has greatly improved efficiency and drastically reduced the production costs.

A similar machine has been developed by Indian grassroots innovator Mansukhbhai Patel. The cotton-stripper machine developed by him saves the cost involved in manual labour and eliminates drudgery for women and children. It processes 400
kg cotton per hour and also improves its quality. The machine is available in two models and is available with suction feed as
an auxiliary attachment.
10
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Dr A P J Abdul Kalam IGNITE 2015 Awards
I visited the innovation exhibition and found a lot of ideas and innovations which can address the needs of developing society, particularly the
elderly people and weaker sections of the society. The children have proved that innovative spirits can dispel any amount of inertia and replace it
with exciting new possibilities. I am very optimistic about our future when I see the younger generation which does not want to live indefinitely
with unsolved problems. Innovations from creative youngsters are the best examples of ‘samvedna se srijansheelta’ (creativity sprouting from
compassion or empathy).
- Shri Pranab Mukherjee, Hon’ble President of India
sense/scout the unmet needs.
Also present on the occasion
was Shri O P Kohli, Governor of
Gujarat and Smt Anandiben Patel,
Chief Minister of Gujarat, among
other dignitaries. Encouraging
t he young innovators, Smt
Patel announced that the state
government will take up two
innovations for dissemination
i n t he st ate t h rou g h t he i r
development programmes. One of
these is a foldable cart, developed
in a co-creation camp organised by
SRISTI with the help of UNICEF
Innovation Centre. Second was
a solar-powered plough awarded
under the IGNITE contest.

T

he Hon’ ble President
of Ind i a Sh r i Pr anab
Mukherjee gave away the
Dr A P J Abdul Kalam IGNITE
2015 Awards on November 30,
2015 at IIM Ahmedabad. The
competition is organised by
National Innovation Foundation

of responsibility towards weaker
sections of the society like the
elderly and the differently-abled.
He said, “Innovation is the key
to economic development and
reflects the maturity of a nation
and society in responding to the
emerging needs and challenges.

innovative minds at different levels
in diverse fields”.
The President emphasised that
a strong linkage between the
industry and academia is necessary
to take innovations to every nook
and corner of the country, a

D r R A M a s h e l k a r, F R S ,
Chairperson of NIF, reminisced
about the association that Dr
A P J Abdul Kalam had with
the IGNITE competition since
2008. He ment ione d, “NIF
has been blessed to have Dr
Kalam’s continued guidance
and advice since 2002 when, as
the President of the country, he
honoured grassroots innovators.”
Remembering his enthusiasm

every time he interacted with the
IGNITE winners, Dr Mashelkar
said, “NIF renamed the award as
Dr A P J Abdul Kalam IGNITE
Awards so that children can
continue to draw inspiration
from him.”
Professor Ashutosh Sharma,
Secretary, Department of Science
& Technolog y added, “ The
INSPIRE programme is now
working on a countrywide scaling
up of scouting (of innovations)
from among the students selected
from 500,000 schools and several
thousand Industrial Training
Institutes (ITIs). This is a turning
point in furthering our inclusive
innovation system.”
This year, a total of 31 ideas by 40
students, across 27 districts from
18 states, were awarded for their
ideas/innovations (list of award
winners annexed). Overall, 28,106
submissions of students from 425
districts across all the states &
Union Territories were received
during the period from September
1, 2014 to September 10, 2015.

A solar thresher to end harvesting woes
Dipankar Das, standard 12, Government Senior Secondary School, Diglipur,
Andaman & Nicobar Islands

engineer.

(NIF) - India ever y year to
encourage technological ideas
and innovations by children up to
twelfth standard or those out of
school up to the age of 17 years.
The President congratulated the
winners and applauded their sense

Innovation is a continuous process
and needs to be nurtured at each
and every step. Realising its
importance, Rashtrapati Bhavan
has started the tradition of hosting
the Festival of Innovation (FOIN)
to link grassroots innovators with

Dipankar’s family could not afford a threshing machine
nor could they afford to pay the electricity bill for a rented
one. This inspired him to create a solar thresher. In 2013, he
developed a low-cost paddy dryer. “We must learn how to
channelise our knowledge to real-life applications,” says the
18-year-old Dipankar. He wants to become a mechanical

thought he tried to propagate in
his visits to, and interaction with
each of the 114 central institutions.
He encouraged the students to
form innovation clubs at their
institutes to search, spread and
celebrate innovations, and to

Fruits - Natural or poisoned?
Neha, standard 12, Government Model Senior Secondary School, PAP
campus, Jalandhar, Punjab
During a chemistry
class, Neha was
using pH strips
(litmus paper)
to distinguish
between acids and
bases. It then struck her that she
could use the same to determine
whether the fruits are naturally
ripe or artificially made so. Neha
cites doing chemical experiments
as her hobby and loves listening
to music. She wants to become a
chemical engineer. Neha’s father
is an electrician and mother is a
homemaker. She has two younger
brothers.

A colour-coded thermometer
Janmejay Singh Rathore, standard 12, CMR
National PU College, Bengaluru, Karnataka
Ja n m e j ay h a s
suggested a
c o l o u r- c o d e d
t h e r m om e t e r,
which can
indicate red for
high, orange for medium and green for
normal temperature. This thermometer will
also give precautionary measures and could
dial an ambulance in case of an emergency
(high temperature). The thermometer will
also have a speaker that could read out the
temperature for visually challenged.
“This is not limited to only humans but can
also be used in dairy and for poultry. I am

also working on connecting the thermometer
from the nerves under the tongue to cardiac
nerves which can tell the condition of the
heart,” says Janmejay. He wants to become
a scientist and an entrepreneur. He plays
basketball and tennis, and loves physics.

that the punched holes last longer and do not
tear off from inside. The machine attaches a
ring-like sticker to the hole and keeps the
paper from tearing.

also helps in checking blood loss. The app
can be downloaded by the vets on their
smartphones.
Foot-operated door opening mechanism
Jayprakash B Rathava, standard 12, Shree
Gram Shala Grambharti, Gandhinagar,
Gujarat & Tanmay Takale, standard 12, Shri
Mhalsakant Vidyalya, Pune, Maharashtra
Tw o s t u d e n t s h a v e
individually suggested a
mechanism through which
a door can be opened by
activating a sensor by using
a leg. While this mechanism
is most useful in public
toilets, it can also be used elsewhere and may
also be useful for the physically challenged.
Jayprakash loves
playing kabaddi and
travelling. Once,
w hile travelling
from his hometown
in Bamroli village
to Gandhinagar in
a bus, he saw a man
with no arms trying
to board the bus.
However, he could
not open the door
in time and missed
the bus. This incident left a huge impression
on Jayprakash’s mind.

Some time back, Jaspreet’s father was
suffering from typhoid and used to have
frequent high fever. When Jaspreet tried
measuring his temperature, she could
not determine the exact degree with a
conventional thermometer. This gave her
an idea of developing a thermometer with
three lights — red for high, blue for low and
green for normal temperature.
Alerting system for injured animals
Diva Sharma, standard 12, G D Goenka
Public School, Vasant Kunj, New Delhi
Diva has developed an
application (app) which
records the respiratory rate,
temperature, pulse rate and
heart beat rate of animals,
through sensors attached
to their bodies, making it
easier for doctors to detect
an emergency. The system is an economic
way to alert doctors about emergencies. It

“I want to make robots to
make human life easier,”
says Ayush, who had earlier
developed a robot soldier
out of waste material.
Arnov wants to become a
mechanical engineer and
an inventor. He likes to make cartoons and
paint in his free time.
Once, while watching a
Hollywood movie - Iron
Man - both the students
came up with the idea of
developing an Iron Manlike robotic suit, which
would help the differentlyabled people lead normal lives and be
independent. The duo designed a body suit
that can provide support to a physically
challenged person and aid orthopaedic

Tanmay and his friends had gone for a
movie and while using the washroom, saw
that there were many people who left the
washroom without washing hands. This
incident influenced the students and they
developed an idea of a hands-free door
mechanism. Tanmay’s hobbies include
playing football, sketching and reading
books.
A punching machine with holereinforcement mechanism
Tanmay Takale, standard 12, Shri Mhalsakant
Vidyalya, Pune, Maharashtra

Apart from the foot-operated door, Tanmay
also gave the idea of a punching machine
with a hole reinforcement mechanism so

Smart walking stick
Siddhant Khanna, standard 11, Sanskriti
School, New Delhi
When not studying,
Siddhant plays the piano,
takes Taekwondo classes,
does photography, build
robots or other science
projects. He has developed
a walking stick with
features like counting of steps, fall detector,

emergency alarm, automatic torch, a
medicine reminder and locator. He got
this idea when his 76-year-old grandfather
mentioned how difficult it was for him to
walk around the house without support.

patients. The suit supplements the
movement of the upper skeleton system. The
students used recycled materials, motor
parts and other scrap to make the

Jaspreet Kaur, standard 10, Police DAV Public
School, Jalandhar, Punjab
Jaspreet likes painting, singing and listening
to patriotic songs. She is passionate about
space settlement and had won the second
prize in NASA’s annual contest for space
settlement designs last year. Quoting Dr
Kalam, she says, “Don’t take rest after your
first victory because if you fail in second,
more lips are waiting to say that your first
victory was just luck.”

Bionic body suit
Ayush Gupta, standard 12, Delhi Public
School Haridwar, Uttarakhand & Arnov
Sharma, standard 12, Delhi Public School,
Haridwar, Uttarakhand

Now, you can carry your own door latch
while travelling!
P S Senthur Balaji, standard 12, Maharishi
International Residential School, Erode,
Tamil Nadu
Senthur likes football and
badminton, and reading
concepts of technology. He
has come up with the idea
of a portable latch. “Once,
when I had to use the toilet
at a railway station, I was surprised by the
absence of the door latch. I wondered about

prototype. “The upper and lower arms are
connected with a lever which is connected
to a pulley that rotates them,” says Arnov.
Low-cost grass and leaf cutting machine
Sapir Debbarma, standard 12, Bharat Sardar
H S School, Champahour, Tripura & Klishan
Debbarma, standard 12, Bharat Sardar H S
School, Champahour, Tripura

Once, while in Standard 12, Klishan was
cutting grass with a friend (Sapir) when
he thought of the idea of a hand-held grass
cutting device. Sapir and Klishan proposed
a hand-held cutting machine which can be
carried easily and used anywhere.

the plight of women travellers and thought
of a portable latch,” says Senthur.
Sound-proof hammer
Prithwish Dutta, standard 12, Don Bosco
School, Liluah, Howrah, West Bengal
Prithwish likes economics,
science and technology. His
hobbies include playing
cricket and football.
Once, his house was being
renovated and the noise of
the hammer was annoying
him. So, he came up with the idea of

A device to collect Mahua flowers from
the ground
Lipsa Pradhan, standard 10, Government
High School, Kamgaon, Odisha

inhaler and suffer an attack. For Vaishnavi,
it was her own experience of forgetting
to take medicines when unwell, which
inspired her to innovate. She has suggested
a computerised wristwatch that will alert
the user through beeps when it is time for

a soundproof hammer which could be
covered with a foam-like substance that
would absorb the impact when struck
against any object.

Loom for physically challenged
R Pavithra, standard 10, SRC Memorial
Matriculation, Erode, Tamil Nadu &
R Elakkiya, standard 8, SRC Memorial
Matriculation, Erode, Tamil Nadu

Water filter/purifier at source
Soring Lepcha, standard 6, St Joseph School,
Pentok, North Sikkim & Subash Prodhan,
standard 6, Lingzya Junior High School North
Sikkim, Sikkim
Soring aspires to become
a police officer. “I want
to become a pilot,” says
Subhash. “I play football
or help in housework
when I am free,” he adds.

medication and also when the slots need to
be refilled.

Both the children have
given the idea of filter/
purifier at the source of
water so that everyone

S ou r av h a s c re at e d a
machine that peels lac (the
resinous secretion of lac
insects) from the branches
of trees and plants without
damaging them. The
amount of impurities is
also lesser in the extracted lac and it takes
less effort to clean it. The machine is attached
with a rotator and works on the principle of

has access to
clean water,
without
having to
make an
investment in
purchasing a
filter/purifier
for each
household.
Soring’s idea
is to have a
centralised purification system at the point
of distribution and Subash’s idea is to have
purifiers attached to public taps.

Lac extraction machine
Sourav Dey, standard 10, Government High
School Barajamda, Jharkhand

The two sisters have come
up with a loom for lower
limb-physically challenged
weavers. They have replaced
the pedal-operated system
with a motor and a gearbox
at t a c h e d t o a p u l l e y
mechanism.
Pavithra wants to become
an ophthalmologist while
her sister wants to become
a scientist. Both of them
idolise Dr Kalam and want to fulfill their
father’s dream of setting up a science
and innovation centre in their district to
encourage more innovators.

“I am fascinated by chemistry and want to
become a research analyst,” says Navjot.
Va i s h n a v i e n j o y s
performing contemporary
dance and likes basketball.
“I want to become a
psychiatrist,” she says.
Navjot and Vaishnavi have
individually suggested the
idea of a watch which can
store and timely deliver
the appropriate dose of
medicine to the person.
Navjot came up with the idea after seeing
her friend, an asthma patient, forget her

the village pick fallen Mahua flowers which
have medicinal properties and are also used
in making pickles, jams, ice creams and
desserts. This made her think of a device
that could eliminate the time-consuming
and tiring process.
Pass code-based locking system in gas
stove
Nim Lhamu Lepcha, standard 10, Gor
Secondary School, North Sikkim, Sikkim

Six years ago, Nim’s house was burnt down
due to an accident involving cooking gas.
The family shifted to another house but
Nim kept thinking about the accident and

a sugar cane juice-extracting machine. The
idea occurred to Sourav when his father

Watch with medicine delivery system
Navjot Kaur, standard 12, Senior Secondary
Model School, SAS Nagar, Chandigarh,
Punjab & Vaishnavi Patra, standard 9,
Odisha Demonstrated Multipurpose Public
School, Khorda, Odisha

Lipsa lives in a
remote village of
western Odisha.
She used to watch
her mother and
other women in

Machine to pluck tendu leaves
Bharat, standard 11, Government Higher
Secondary School, Bacheli Dantewada,
Chhattisgarh

asked him to remove some unwanted grass
and plants surrounding their house.
Pay as you weigh
Rishab Mallick, standard 10, Kendriya
Vidyalaya Fort William, Kolkata, West
Bengal
With this system, one needs
to pay only as much as one
weighs. If implemented,
people will start carrying
lesser luggage while
travelling and may reduce
own body weight too, which
is good for their health.. “I have kept this
idea limited to private air-conditioned buses
for now but, it can be applied to public buses
too,” says Rishab.

Bharat belongs to a farming
family. Since childhood,
he has been watching the
locals pluck and store tendu
leaves which have many
anti-microbial properties.
While the work was laborious, it did not
fetch enough money. So, he came up
with this idea of a machine. His idea is to
develop a machine which can cut the leaves

and collect them in a container. He also
suggested a sorter which can separate the
leaves according to their size.

the dangers of children playing with stove
knobs. Her idea of a manual or digital pass
code system to switch gas stoves on could
prevent mishaps.
Spectacle microscope
Hadasha Rongmei, standard 10, Lorna’s
School, Dimapur, Nagaland

Hadasha has given an idea of a mini
microscope. Light and portable, it can be
worn like a pair of spectacles. She likes
science fiction movies.

Pebble indicating system for cooking
vessel
Mohammad Tawseef Thokar, standard 10,
Government Higher Secondary School,
Kulgam, Jammu and Kashmir
Tawseef has suggested a
vessel with sensors, which
can indicate the presence of
pebbles or similar impurities
in food grains. “This cooker-

like vessel can be
especially helpful
for students who
stay away f rom
their homes and
cook themselves.
The sensors will
alert if there are
pebbles or insects
in the food as soon as they are heated,”
says Tawseef, whose thought of this idea
when he saw his mother complaining about
impurities in cooked rice.
Gas lighter with gas leak alarm
Nilesh Raj, standard 9, DAV Inter High
School, Patna, Bihar

Nilesh’s idea is of a
gas lighter which
c an s ens e and
indicate leakage
before it is lit. In
case of leakage, the lighter would not
switch on and play a siren instead, thereby
preventing accidents. “The idea occurred
when I got news of a neighbour being burnt
due to cooking gas leakage,” says Nilesh, who
wants to be a mechanical engineer.
Innovative dustbin
Prem Ranjan Singh, standard 9, Divya Jyoti
English Higher Secondary School, Daman,
Daman and Diu & Ankush Pal, standard
9, Divya Jyoti English Higher Secondary
School, Daman, Daman and Diu & Shivani
Singh, standard 9, Divya Jyoti English Higher
Secondary School, Daman, Daman and Diu
Prem likes reading books, playing cricket
and badminton, and practices karate.
Ankush likes to solve quizzes
in Maths and Physics. He
also likes to read books and
play cricket and volleyball.

She pitched this idea to her friends - Prem
and Ankush. The bin has separate slots
for biodegradable and non-biodegradable
waste, with a message-sending facility to
the municipality once it is filled up to a
preset level.
Seed container that indicates growth of
germs
Dipti Manjari Dakua, standard 10,
Bahadjhole Girls, High School, Nayagarh,
Odisha

benches,” says Simran, who wants to become
a scientist. Her hobbies include playing
badminton, singing and painting.
Solar seeder
Subash Chandra Bose, standard 8,
St Sebasthiyar Matriculation School,
Pudukkottai, Tamil Nadu
Subash has developed a
solar seed drill, which can
work for different sizes
of seeds at variable depth
and space between two
seeds while planting. Born
into a farming family, he
understands the challenges faced by farmers.
“I want to become a scientist and preserve
organic farming,” says Subash.

trains. He also observed
that some passengers sit or
stand on the steps of trains
which is dangerous. “This made me think
of a drawbridge door that opened only at
the stations, thus making it safer,” says Ram.

Last year, Nimisha was travelling by train
with her grandmother who had a lot of
difficulty in boarding the train. This situation
inspired her to think of a drawbridge door
which would open like a ramp on stations.

To know if the stored grains are affected by
pests, Dipti has developed a pest indicator,
which detects the growth of germs in stored
grains. The temperature goes up when seeds
are infected.

Printed paper reclaiming machine
Aravind Gopalakrishnan, standard 12, Smt.
Narbada Devi J. Agarwal Vivekananda
Vidyalaya Jr College, Chennai, Tamil Nadu

An umbrella you can share
Tarna Joy, standard 2, Puran Dalapati School,
Dalapatipara, Dhalai district, Tripura

Most students
who share the
convent iona l
umbrella while

walking to school get fully drenched by the
time they reach. Tarna (11) has suggested a
large umbrella which could be held by two
children at the sides, under which other
children can walk together, without getting
drenched. Tarna likes to read, draw and
plays football.

Alerting system for bus drivers
Pradyumna Pal, standard 9, Saraswati
Shishu Vidya Mandir, Bhubaneswar, Odisha
& Rahul Kumar, standard 9, Rajkiya Balak
Uchh Madhyamik Vidyalaya, Patna, Bihar
Pradyumna likes playing
football and keeps himself
updated with current affairs.
He aspires to become a
doctor.
Fascinated by how machines
work, Rahul aspires to
b e come a me chanic a l
engineer.
			
Pradyumna and Rahul have
independently conceived the idea of an
alerting system for bus drivers which would
enable them to know if any passenger has
put his hand or head outside the window

One day, Aravind was trying to take
printouts from the machine in his computer
lab. But, the heating coil of the machine was
not functional because of which the printed
toner particles did not stick to the paper. The
paper which came out was blank and was

reusable. This led to the idea of a machine
which could erase prints from paper and
make them reusable.
Handrest for fractured hand
Adi Kumar, standard 5, Deens Academy,
Bengaluru, Karnataka

Park benches that can flip
Simran Chadha, standard 8, BCM Arya
Model Senior School Ludhiana, Punjab

Shivani wants to become a
teacher.

The idea was born when Adi had to wear a
cast and a sling to support his fractured arm.

While walking on the
streets, Shivani used to
see overflowing dustbins,
with waste scattered all
around them. She thought
of creating a dustbin with
separate yet attached slots
for different types of waste.

“Wearing the sling for about 16 hours every
day, along with all the weight of the cast on
my left shoulder, caused a lot of pain. So,
I thought of
putting an
appendage
around the waist
to make it a little
comfortable and
painless,” says the
10-year-old.

Simran’s idea is to have reversible benches
which can be flipped using a handle. “One
day, I saw that all the benches at a park
were wet due to rain. There was no place
to sit. This gave me the idea of reversible

and the ignition would not start until the
hand/head is withdrawn.
Drawbridge door for trains
Ram Akash, standard 11, Excel Central
School, Kanyakumari, Tamil Nadu &
Nimisha Katyayan, standard 12, DAV Kapil
Dev Public School, Ranchi, Jharkhand
During a train journey, Ram Akash observed
the difficulty people face while boarding

Adi wants to
become a scientist.
He idolises Dr
Kalam and Albert
Einstein.

AWARDS

8th National Biennial Grassroots Innovation Awards

The celebration of grassroots innovation at Rashtrapati Bhavan empowers creative communities in a manner that was never tried before
in the history of India. The First Festival of Innovation (FOIN), held at Rashtrapati Bhavan, New Delhi from March 7-13, 2015 focussed the
attention of the nation towards the untapped potential of knowledge-rich, economically poor people of the country. Moreover, 10 innovation scholars in-residence were hosted at the President’s house for two weeks. FOIN was organised by the President’s Secretariat, assisted by
National Innovation Foundation (NIF) and Society for Research and Initiatives for Sustainable Technologies and Institutions (SRISTI).

Lifetime Achievement Award
Abdul Khadar Nadakattin
Dharwad, Karnataka

A

bdul Khadar (62), Annigeri,
Dharwad district, is a serial
inventor. The region has deep

black soil and is well known for chilli
and Bengal gram crops. The only son of
his parents, Abdul was keen on going
to school but his father wanted him to
focus on agriculture solely. Right from
childhood, he had an observant nature
and a very innovative bent of mind.

A water alarm
To deal with his oversleeping problem,
Abdul developed a ‘water alarm’, his
first innovation. He tied a thin rope
at the end of the key of the alarm in
such a way that when the key unwound
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A K Nadakattin receiving Lifetime Achivement Award

itself, the string tied to the key got
wound. The string was further tied to a
bottle filled with water. When the key
was completely unwound, the bottle
would tilt and the water would fall
on his face.
Growing tamarind
Abdul had inherited 60 acres of land
from his father. Located in an area
characterised by unpredictable rainfall
and low water tables, he believed
horticulture would be suitable for
the conditions and therefore planted
sapota (sapodilla), ber and chilli in
16 acres. This did not work out due
to water shortage. He observed in
nearby orchard, left unattended for
long, that only tamarind plants were
surviving. He realised that tamarind
can be pickled and sold. Therefore, he
decided to cultivate tamarind. In 1985,
a year of severe drought, he managed
to transport water from a distance of
20

about three kilometres and planted 600
tamarind plants in pits, in rows with a
spacing of six metres. The plants not
only survived but continued to grow
well. In 1990, inspired by the success,
he planted 1,100 more plants in 10 acres
and was thus able to establish a 16-acre
grove, with about 1,800 tamarind trees.

pieces which was a tedious process. He
designed a machine for slicing tamarind.
Because of his work related to tamarind,
people nicknamed him ‘hunase huccha’
which means ‘tamarind maniac’.
Other innovations

Tamarind slicing for pickles

Abdul has been striving and struggling
hard to discover progressive methods for
modern agriculture. He has developed
many other innovative, low-cost and
farmer-friendly technologies. The
innovations include: A bullock-drawn
tiller capable of deep ploughing; a plough
blade which did not need whetting; a
ploughing blade-making and sharpening
machine; a seed-cum-fertiliser drill; a
water boiler; an automatic sugarcane
sowing driller and a wheel tiller. More
details can be found on www.nifindia.
org.in.

The next step in pickle making was the
cutting of unripe tamarind into small

Abdul has many such innovations, both
small and big, to his credit but all

A device to separate tamarind seeds
He observed that manually separating
tamarind seeds from the pods was a
major challenge. After six months of
intensive labour and spending about
Rs 3 lakh, he made a machine which
could separate tamarind seeds. The
machine used the sliding action of the
pegs that were tapered at the end to throw
out the seeds from the tamarind pod.
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upgrade technical skills of thousands of
school drop-outs.
Even as a child, he was quite creative
and had a keen sense of observation.
He kept on experimenting something
or the other. His interest in tools and
machineries made him work in various
setups in Maharashtra and Gujarat for
a few years and then, he relocated
back to Pune.
Innovations for the society

Nadakattin working on his machine

his creative pursuits took a heavy toll
on his financial resources. He struggled
with a debt worth lakhs and was forced
to sell his agricultural implements.
However, he did not relent and
continued to struggle. He established
Vishwashanti Agricultural Research
Centre at Annigeri through which
he sells his innovative devices. With
support from the Karnataka government,
many of his products are available
to farmers at subsidised rates. He
also works closely on some projects
with the University of Agricultural
Sciences, Dharwad. His factory is
being managed by his sons and his
daughter-in-law. His in-depth knowledge
about the agro-climatic conditions,
including soil characteristics and

appropriate farm machinery, has made
him an inspiration for other farmers
in the area.

Chandrakant worked on a number of
innovative products which were energyefficient and appropriate for the rural
as well as urban areas. He devised
a bullock life-saving system wherein
sturdy accessories were designed for the
bullock carts to update their safety. He
also developed a flat-belt brake system,
fitted to the rubber tyre of the cart,
so as to help in regulating the speed
and stopping the cart without causing
any injury to bullock. He made the

Also see profile of Abdul Nadakattin,
Honey Bee, 11(4) & 12(1): 11-12;
2000-2001
Posthumous Award for Promoting
Innovation
Late Chandrakant V Pathak
Pune, Maharashtra
Hailing from the Satara district of
Maharashtra, Chandrakant V Pathak was
a serial innovator, social entrepreneur
and a dedicated social worker. Not only
did he develop various utility machines
for common people but, he also helped
Honey Bee Vol 26 (3) & 26 (4) July-December 2015
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followed in 1974. Several thousand
individuals have been trained at the
centre during all these years. Situated
in the old city of Pune, the Modern
Technical Centre is open to innovators
to perform their own experiments; they
can stay, develop their concepts into
products and try to disseminate them.
Other activities

Vanarai bicycle pump that is mounted
on the carrier of a bicycle, which can
be used for lifting water for various
purposes like development of dry land,
as a fire extinguisher, for construction
work, in gymnasiums and for irrigation.
The bicycle can be taken to the water
source, parked and peddled on its
stand to operate the pump. His other
innovations include bicycle-mounted
spray pump, stump-drip-irrigation
system, vegetable grinder, sprinkler and
flourmill, etc. All of these were well
received by the people.
Skill development and technical
training
While working in Gujarat, Chandrakant
observed people from lower income
section and identified the lack of
technical skills in them as one of the
causes of their low income/poverty. After
returning to Pune in 1964, he established
Modern Technical Centre, a nongovernmental organisation (NGO), with
an aim to impart technical education
and skills to the students of seventh
standard, who could not afford further
education. The quality training provided
by the NGO helped many students
get absorbed in renowned companies.
Later, the centre started giving training
to students with hearing disability as
well as other physical disabilities. He
shaped them into turners and fitters.
A separate division for women also
22

Chandrakant also supported a number
of social causes. He was associated
with Sakal Relief Fund which provided
him the opportunity to visit many
unprivileged areas of the country,
where he observed poverty and lack of
basic necessities. This was perhaps the
trigger for many of his compassionate
innovations for common people. Even
on the day he died, he had attended
a meeting for providing relief for
Uttarakhand disaster.
Recognition
His work on bullock life-saving and
other innovations was recognised by
NIF in 2002 in its Second National
Awards. He was also honoured by
Sheti Mitra Award (2003) by the
government of Maharashtra, the Award
for Innovation for Non-Conventional
Energy Equipment at the hands of the
then President of India (2002), Ashden
Award (United Kingdom, 2007-08) and

MCCI Parkhe Puraskar (1997) among
others.
However, more than awards and
accolades, helping people with skills and
technology were his major source of
satisfaction. Chandrakant lived a fulfilling
life, full of hard work, dedication and
devotion to the causes he felt close to.
He has been an inspiration for all who
have known him closely and would
continue to do so.

National first: Energy
Solar multi muga reeling-cum-spinning
machine
M Manihar Sharma
Imphal, Manipur
Manihar Sharma (65), a mechanic,
has come up with a number of useful
innovations like a handy incense stickmaking machine, an innovative dryer
and an automatic pump operation
system for overhead tanks. Manihar has
come up with a solar machine which
can simultaneously perform reeling and
spinning of different types of silk.
Background
After working as an autorickshaw driver,
running a small restaurant and serving
as an assistant to his doctor friend,
Manihar Sharma has been a full-time

Manihar Sharma with his Solar multi muga reeling-cum-spinning machine
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innovator for some time now. For his
lack of practicality, the society and his
own family mockingly branded him as
‘numikadoba’ (the man who would go
to the Sun).
The early beginning
Manihar was raised by his aunt after
his mother passed away when he was
eight. He abandoned his studies in
high school because of financial
problems and started working as a
mechanic in a local workshop. While
he tinkered day and night, the availability
of mechanical and electrical parts
became a problem. They could only be
brought in bulk either from Kolkata or
Guwahati. The inability to buy expensive
parts from the markets outside the
state forced him to manufacture those
himself. Manihar enrolled for a threemonth course on plastic moulding
techniques at Central Institute of Plastic
Engineering and Technology (CIPET)
after the age of 50. The obsession to
do things perfectly made him practice
the art of manual moulding of plastic
for years.
Genesis
Conventionally, in Imphal, most women
are involved in silk reeling. Manihar
realised how difficult it is for women
to judiciously balance the available time
between household activities and silk
reeling. His desire to help reduce the
drudgery involved in their work made
him develop an automated silk reeling
system which did not require constant
monitoring.
Solar multi-muga reeling-cumspinning machine
This is a portable user-friendly machine,
which can simultaneously carry out
reeling as well as spinning for different
varieties of silk like mulberry, muga, eri
and tasar without any arduous human
effort. The reeling is automated once
the filaments from the cocoons are fed
to the reeling end. The machine speed
can also be regulated with the help of

feeding pipes attached along the thread
lines. The reeling speed adjustment
mechanism ensures silk production of
desired quality. The machine is userfriendly, compact, portable and durable.
It runs on both solar energy and
electricity, and can be operated all day.
This machine produces superior quality
of threads in lesser time, with reduced
labour. It is ideal for women who strive
to manage household activities along
with silk reeling process.
An untiring mind
Manihar’s other innovations like the
automatic pump operator, innovative
dryer and incense stick-making machine
have been much appreciated. His first
innovation, an automatic pump operator,
could minimise the wastage of water
and human power. It facilitated hasslefree household water management and
Manihar won NIF’s National Award
in 2009 for the same at the hands
of the then President of India. In
a place where kinship and personal
relationships count more than anything
else, his absence at social functions
never calls for a reprimand. Initially,
his neighbours considered him mad,
but they soon realised his calibre.
Their perception changed when he
had many government officials visiting
him and he got some grant to work
on his innovations. Manihar has been
single-mindedly pursuing his passion
which inspires others. His mind is
continuously buzzing with new ideas
and his eyes are always on the lookout
for problems which he can engage his
mind with.

National first: Plant variety
Sitara Sringar, an improved mustard
variety
Hukam Singh Lodha, Bharatpur,
Rajasthan
Hukam Singh (62), Bharatpur, has
developed a high-yielding improved
variety of mustard through natural
hybridisation. The variety has high oil
content as well.

Background
After finishing his secondary education,
Hukam Singh started traditional farming
using bullocks and conventional farming
tools in his father’s farm. After a few
years, when he trained at the Farmers’
Training Centre at Bharatpur, his interest
in modern agricultural techniques
and tools started to grow. He then
started visiting exhibitions, agricultural
fairs and training centres. His interest
in developing an improved variety
of mustard developed after one such
visit to Mustard Research Centre,
Bharatpur.
Genesis
Hukam Singh was growing locally
popular mustard (Brassica juncea)
variety in his field, which had small
seeds, yellow flowers and jointed siliqua.
He was also growing sengri (Raphanus
sativus), which had bold seeds, robust
stem and siliqua. The mustard variety
was tolerant to water logging and
had good height, with appressed siliqua
angle.
In 2005, he sowed seeds of both the crops
in alternate rows. He then harvested
seeds from plants selected on the basis
of plant height, tolerance to water
logging, pod shattering and Alternaria
leaf blight disease for the next sowing.
He continued the process of selection
for three years. In 2010, he found
that the desirable characters were
more or less stable. Sitara Sringar was
thus developed as a result of natural
crossing. Hukam Singh started
multiplying the seeds in sufficient
quantity thereafter.
Improved mustard variety
Sitara Sringar is an improved variety
developed through natural crossing of
Sengri (Raphanus ssativus) and local
variety of Sarso (Brassica juncea),
followed by recurrent selection. The
variety has high yield (30-35 q/ha),
oil content (42%), tolerance to pods
shattering, water logging and alternaria
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Hukum Singh receiving award at Rashpati Bhavan

leaf blight. The variety takes about 120130 days to mature. It also performs
well in saline water. Sitara Sringar
was found significantly superior over
all known varieties in terms of yield,
primary and secondary branches and
highest test weight.

Compost maker for mushroom cultivation

This machine can
properly turn and
mix the compost,
remove lumps
and add moisture
to it resulting in
a good-quality
compost in lesser
time.

Recognition and plan ahead
For his efforts, Hukam Singh received
an award from Maharana Pratap
University of Agriculture and
Technology, Udaipur from the President
of India and during Kisan Divas
celebration at Haryana Agriculture
University, Hisar, both in 2010. He
plans to increase the oil content of the
variety to 50 per cent from the present
range of 40-42 per cent.

Background

National second: Agricultural
engineering

He started experimenting with machine
to compost musroom waste after
becoming a full-time mushroom
cultivator. Apart from this machine,
he has also made a sieve for cleaning
soil for mushroom cultivation and a
manual drill to make holes for putting
bamboos while erecting bamboo shades.

Compost maker for mushroom
cultivation
Jeetender Mallik, Panipat, Haryana
Jeetender Mallik (37) is a young farmer
who has developed a compost-making
machine for mushroom cultivation,
to address labour shortage issues.
24

The village Seenkh, where Jeetender
lives, is the border village between
Panipat and Jind districts. Most of the
people grow wheat, paddy, maize and
sugarcane. Jeetender has been farming
after studying up to tenth standard. He
lives in a joint family with his parents,
three brothers and their families. He is
married and has two children.

Jeetender started mushroom cultivation
in 1996 after a visit to his maternal
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uncle in Himachal Pradesh where he
saw mushroom being cultivated. He
learnt the cultivation techniques there
and started his work at his paternal farm
after return. In 2002, he developed a
motorised hole digger. He followed it
up with a machine to make compost
for mushroom farming. This is an
electricity-operated machine which
moves in a straight line, cutting through
compost heap, turning and mixing all
material, adding moisture whenever
required, and heaping it back in a line.
The biowaste is mixed and spread in
the field, in rows about 4 ft (feet) wide
and 4 ft high; it is continuously mixed
and moisture is added so that it does
not dry. Each row needs to be turned/
mixed eight to nine times, with a gap
of two days between each turning. The
whole process takes about 28 days. The
compost generally gets ready by the
eighth turning.
The compost-making machine has
two motors -- 10 hp (horse power)
for rotating the blades and 2 hp to
power the rear wheels. It can cover a
heap of 200 ft in length, 4 ft in width
and 4 ft in height, all in 25 minutes.
Only one person is required to operate

it. The innovator claims that by using
this machine, the production of
mushroom is about increased by about
5-10 per cent more than when done
manually.
The machine has several advantages. It
can properly turn and mix the compost,
ensuring that no lumps remain. This
reduces the incidence of yellow mould.
The machine can add moisture and
fungicide.
He has made only one machine.
There have been some mushroom
farmers who visited him to see the
machine. While the ladies of the family
do not know much about machine,
his brothers have supported him in
developing the machine and filing
patent. He plans to further improve it
by incorporating a steering so that it
can be turned easily at the end of the
compost heap.
Considering his contribution to the
mushroom industry in the country and
Haryana in particular, the Directorate of
Mushroom Research, Solan gave him the
Progressive Mushroom Grower Award
(2013) during the National Mushroom
Mela, Solan.

National second: Utility
Cotton wick-making machine
Vijaybhai Solanki and Dipakbhai Vyas,
Ahmedabad, Gujarat
Cotton wicks for diyas are mostly made
by women manually. Though machines
for making long cotton wicks are
available, there is no machine available
for making cotton wicks with bulbous
base. The innovators have developed
a machine to automate the process of
making round cotton wicks.

Background
Vijaybhai (45), a school drop-out,
repaired television and radio at Veraval.
He shifted to Ahmedabad in search of
better opportunities and started working
as a mechanic in a workshop and
later started providing tiffin services
to augment his income. While working
as a mechanic, he came in touch with
Dipakbhai (44) who hails from Rajkot
and has been in the business of making
cotton wicks since the age of 18 years.
His father was an ayurvedic doctor. The
fifth among seven siblings, Dipakbhai
could only get basic education and is
now settled in Ahmedabad.
Genesis
As a teenager, Dipakbhai saw a person
selling cotton wicks on his bicycle.
He inquired about the prospects of
the business and availability of raw
materials. He developed an interest
and purchased the raw material from
the market, made some wicks and sold
them. He did this for a few days and
then realised that he would not be able
to earn much money alone. He then
went from door-to-door, inquiring with
ladies if they wanted to earn some
income by making wicks from the
raw material provided by him. Many
of them agreed and he thus expanded
his business.
However, many other traders engaged
the women trained by him by offering
higher wages. Dipakbhai returned to
his village and trained ladies there in
cotton wick-making. He used to fill
the cotton wick packets in a gunny
bag and bring to the city for selling.
He identified many wholesale retailers
for selling his wicks and also moved
around on a bicycle, selling them himself.
To explore possibilities of business, he
went to nearby states of Rajasthan and
Madhya Pradesh as well.
With time, he realised that there was
only one kind of cotton wick being
sold in the market, the long ones.
He started trying to make wicks in

different shapes and sizes for different
use. Once successful, he trained the
women workers. When his business
became successful, he started exploring
ways to scale up. Being a trader, he
realised the supply constraint in a highly
demand-driven market. He further
observed that this mismatch existed
due to unavailability of machines for
making round cotton wicks unlike the
ones available for long cotton wick. He
realised that instead of manually making
the wicks, if one could use a machine,
it would improve the productivity.
He shared his concern with his
friend Vijaybhai, whose creative mind
instinctively accepted this opportunity as
a challenge. He left his job and started
dedicating his time to building such
machine. While Vijaybhai continued
his research during the day, Dipakbhai
went around selling the cotton wicks.
However, even after multiple efforts
they failed to develop even the basic
mechanism. Once, while going to work
on a rainy day in an auto, Vijaybhai
noticed the wiper on its windshield. It
struck to him that the same mechanism
could be incorporated in their machine.
The idea progressed but finance was
another hurdle. In 2012, struggling to
get resources, both of them had almost
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given up their project and stopped
working on the innovation. It was at
this time GIAN West and NIF came
into picture and provided them the
much-needed financial support. The
organisation helped in designing and
other technical inputs, mentored them
and boosted their morale.
This machine, which can make cotton
wicks with a bulbous base, is now
available in two versions __ semiautomatic and automatic. In the
automatic version, a mechanism to drop
the cotton wick has been incorporated.
While one can make only about 8-10
wicks per minute manually, this machine
can produce 20-25 good-quality wicks
every minute. It is portable, affordable
and easy to use and has the potential
to provide livelihood generation
opportunities.
A fully-automatic version is also
under development by GIAN/NIF, in
consultation with the innovators.
The duo has sold more than 100
machines in Ahmedabad and nearby
regions. The users have opined that
the machine is simple to use and
is affordable. It is also an effective
technology-based intervention for
livelihood generation.

National second: Engineering

nagarpalika pramukh of Keshod. His
father was an administrator and a social
worker and earned a lot of social capital
for his work. Arjunbhai has two brothers
and four sisters, all of them are married
and settled. His mother lives with his
younger brother who is in construction
business. Arjunbhai and his younger
son live together while his wife lives
with his elder son and his family. The
younger son is also in the business of
brick making like Arjunbhai while the
elder one is in construction business.
Arjunbhai is not only an innovator but
also a good sketch artist and a poet.
Apart from the brick and block-making
machine, he has made a wood-splitting
machine, cow dung log & pot-making
machine and a mobile chabootra (bird
feeding platform).
Genesis
In 2005, Arjunbhai purchased a JCB
machine and two tractors while trying to
make foray into another sector. However,
late payments, diesel theft by his staff,
and the ban of stone digging at the
Arabian Sea coast by the government,
forced him to sell his machines and
wrap up this business. But, this short
business stint was very useful as he
learnt about hydraulics using his JCB
machine, which led him to start working
on a brick-making machine in 2007.

Brick/block-making machine
Arjunbhai M Paghdar, Keshod, Junagadh
Manual block and
brick making is
laborious and time
consuming. Mostly,
women and children
are employed in the
process. Arjunbhai has
developed a blockmaking machine which has mechanised
the process and improved efficiency.
Background
Arjunbhai (52) was born in an affluent
family, with his late father being the
26
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Brick making requires a number of
labourers and much time. The process
includes breaking of soil lump manually
by legs, mixing of soil, fly ash, lime and
water, and tightly packing the mixture
in moulds. Sometimes, scarcity of
labour and high demand of bricks
creates operational problems. After a
number of trials, he completed the
machine in 2009. He has been engaged
in the business of making bricks
and blocks using this machine ever
since.
The brick/block-making machine
The brick-making machine can efficiently
undertake all operations like soil lump
breaking, raw material mixing and block/
brick making. It consists of three units
-- material mixing unit, conveyor unit,
and block moulding unit, which can
make approximately 140-150 blocks (of
size 15 x 9 x 7 inches) per hour. It can
also be used for making conventional
and interlocking bricks of different sizes
by changing the mould. This machine
eliminates the need to employ woman
and children in the process.
Among his other innovative works is
a hydraulic wood-splitting machine,
which splits wood logs by dropping a
vertically-mounted hydraulic plunger,
having conical shaped tool at the

bottom end. The machine can split
any width of trunk and height up to
3 ft. He donated one machine to the
Keshod crematorium on the first death
anniversary of his father. This machine
has helped workers by bringing down
the time consumed from hours to a
few minutes now.
In Gujarat, there is a tradition of making
bird-feeding platforms of various kinds,
shapes and sizes. Using a waste plastic
bottle and plastic tray, Arjunbhai has
made a mobile bird-feeding platform,
which can be hung anywhere. Using
his cow dung pot and log-making
machine one can make pots or logs
from cow dung. The logs are used as
fuel while the pots are used in nursery,
replacing plastic bags. Arjunbhai is a
social innovator and has dedicated his
life to come up with innovations that
have solved the problems of common
people.

National second: Plant variety
Surjeet Basmati 1- High yielding and
salt tolerant paddy variety
Surjeet Singh, Karnal, Haryana
Surjeet Singh (62)
is an innovative
farmer who has
developed a salttolerant, highyielding paddy
variety, having a
long grain size,
through selection
method.
Background
Surjeet Singh’s district is well known
for producing high-quality aromatic
basmati rice. He is a well-known
for his agricultural pursuits in his
region. Surjeet wanted to complete his
graduation in arts but got attracted
to agriculture and dropped out. His
wife and their two sons have been
supporting him in agriculture. The
family owns modern agricultural tools
and machineries and also have a cattle

herd. Behind his home, he has leased
a pond for pisciculture.
Genesis
Surjeet Singh has been growing wheat,
rice, pea, mustard, potato, gram, chilli
and tomato. In 2008, he sowed the
paddy variety -- Pusa 1460 -- in his
field but, due to sheath blight disease,
all the plants got severely affected except
one. He harvested the plant separately
and prepared a nursery in 2009, which
was then transplanted in the main
field. During harvesting, he selected
225 plants based on the number of
tillers, lengthy spikes and resistance to
foot-rot disease (Bakanae rog), a major
disease of basmati rice. The selection
continued for another two years and
the desirable characteristics slowly
became stable. The variety was named as
Surjeet Basmati-1. He distributed the
variety to 10 farmers in Karnal district
who mentioned that it performed
well under saline and less fertile soil
conditions.
This variety, takes 125-135 days to
mature, is high yielding (55-60 q/
ha) with recovery percentage of 67.
The characteristics of the variety
were confirmed by the experiments
conducted under sodic and saline
condition at Central Soil Salinity
Research Institute (CSSRI), Karnal.
Surjeet Singh has received certificate
of honour from Haryana Agricultural
University, Hisar and KVK, Bhiwani,
Haryana. The application for registration
of the variety has been filed at the
Protection of Plant Varieties & Farmers’
Rights Authority, Delhi.

National second: Plant variety
Zion Mundi -- Improved black pepper
variety
P G George, Idukki, Kerala
Farmer P G George (63) has developed
an improved variety of black pepper
called Zion Mundi, which gives high
yield even under low sunlight and is
resistant to foot rot disease.

Background
Originally hailing
from Kottayam,
G e orge cou ld
only study up
to eight standard
due to the lack
of educational
facilities in
his locality
and f i nanc i a l
constraints of his family. Land for
agriculture was a problem not only
for him but also for his tribal
community. They had to protest
against the government, demanding
land entitlement for which teenager
George was jailed briefly as well. His
early life was a continuous struggle for
survival. In late 1970s, he migrated to
Idukki district after his marriage. With
some money the couple had saved,
George purchased an acre and a half
agricultural land from community
members.
He started planting cash crops such
as rubber, black pepper, coffee, areca
nut and coconut trees. Following
conventional methods, George used
chemical pesticides and fertilisers to
get more earning from his farm. Once
agricultural expenses started getting high
while the yield started declining. The
situation got aggravated due to natural
calamities. This led him to explore new
avenues of farming to improve his
condition. Gradually, he adopted organic
and natural methods which have made
him a successful farmer today.
Genesis
Black pepper is one of the major
crops cultivated as an intercrop by
George. He has grown several local
and released varieties of black pepper.
However, the yield has been an issue
due to the shady conditions at his farm.
Moreover, he lost a number of crops to
heavy monsoon and outbreak of foot
rot disease in 1985-86 and 1990. This
made George think about developing a
black pepper variety, which gives high
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from a hectare. The appropriate time
for harvesting of Zion Mundi variety
is from December-end to mid-January.
George has sold the variety to more
than 500 farmers across Kerala and
they have good opinion about the
variety. In his farm, he grows over 200
types of medicinal plants in addition to
all the local varieties of different crops
cultivated by tribal groups.

yield even in shade cultivation and can
resist the foot rot disease.
George noticed that two varieties
viz. Thottamudi and Neelamundi
could survive in the conditions.
Thottamundi, also known as Arayakkodi
is one of the major varieties being
cultivated by the tribal groups in the
locality. For cross pollination, in 1990,
George planted the two varieties
together and collected seeds selectively
for further propagation. Finally, after
several rounds of propagation, he got
the Zion Mundi variety in 1998-99.
“Zion” refers to the place where God
resides and “Mundi” has been taken
from the name of the mother plant,
Neelamundi.

George has also developed a black
pepper tree by grafting Zion Mundi
on Brazilian Thippali through Georgian
method and calls it Black pepper
tree of Pulianmackal. He has about
a thousand of this black pepper tree.
Apart from this, he has about 1,500
plants of Zion Mundi growing over fruit
trees as support. He has 26 varieties
of black pepper at his farm. He has
also developed an innovative method
of cultivating tapioca under shade
without threat of rodents. The yield
he claims is many times more than
the conventional method. He has also
developed a neem-based formulation
for pest control purposes.

National second: Veterinary
Herbal medication for respiratory
distress in poultry
Shatadal Ghorai and Narugopal Ghorai
(community representatives), Purba
Medinipur, West Bengal

The black pepper variety
The Zion Mundi black pepper variety
is high-yielding, resistant to rot and
exhibits its high-yielding characters
even under shade cultivation.
Apart from the high disease resistance,
other features of the Zion Mundi variety
include big size of the berries, long
and uniform-sized spikes, high recovery
percentage, etc. The length of the spikes
is longer than the other varieties of
black pepper. The recovery percentage
is 46 per cent, with dry yield of
7 kg from a single vine and 7,700 kg
28

Respiratory distress is a fatal and
infectious disease among poultry.
The affected birds show symptoms
of sneezing, gasping and infection in
bronchitis which may lead to sudden
death. Shatadal Ghorai and Narugopal
Ghorai, both herbal healers, administer a
herbal formulation to treat the medical
condition in birds.
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Shatadal Ghorai (55), a widow, has
been practicing herbal medication since
her teenage. Her husband was a daily
wage labourer who died early, leaving
behind young children and family for
her to take care of. She managed by
doing odd tasks at times and receiving
alms. Shatadal is not educated but
has a good knowledge of herbs, which
she learnt from her father. Her father
was an expert herbal healer who used
to give medicines free of cost to the
people.
In early 1970s, lot of chicken in her
village died due to respiratory distress.
She tried to cure them using herbs.
The medication showed moderate
results. Shatadal continued to work on
improving the method of preparation
and got better results. She was thus able
to help a number of poultry keepers.
She has since then been using this
particular medication to cure respiratory
distress and is recognised for the same
in her village and nearby areas. She
does not charge any money for her
services, however, sometimes people
give her rice or paddy as a token of
their appreciation. She is very active
in social work in her village.
Narugopal Ghorai (51) is a casual
labourer from a nearby village and
earns his living by traditional folk
songs. He learned herbal medications
from a guru, whom he reveres a lot.
He does not charge any fee from people
whom he administers herbal medicines,
however, accepts voluntary payment.
He is helped by his wife and
children in collection of herbs and
preparation of the medications. His
desire is to help people with whatever
knowledge and resources are available
with him.
Both Shatadal and Narugopal use a
local herb (name withheld for IPR
reasons), in combination with other
herbs, to prepare a medication to treat
respiratory distress in birds. Medication
is given orally twice or thrice a day
depending on severity of the condition.
It is administrated until the affected

Shatadal Ghorai and Narugopal Ghorai receiving the National Award

birds get cured, generally within five
days. NIF facilitated the testing of the
herbal formulation on some affected
flocks in Nagpur region. The results
revealed there was significant increase in
immunity against the Newcastle disease.
The mortality also reduced considerably.
In addition to protection against
respiratory distress, the medication
was also found to be effective against
the bacterial infection caused by E.coli
in poultry. NIF filed a patent in the
name of the healers and is trying to
commercialise the product so that the
benefit may reach the poultry farmers.

these problems, Roshan Lal (47) has
developed a tractor-operated sugarcane
bud planter.

National third: Agricultural
engineering

After completing his schooling, he took
admission in a graduate course in the
Government College at Narsinghpur.
Being the only son and, with three
sisters to marry off, he had to drop out
midway to help his father at the farm.
When he was fourteen, he developed
a gun that could fire matchsticks and
scare away the monkeys from the fields.
Some of his friends bought a couple
of these and used them. In 1988, he
purchased a sprinkler irrigation system
for his farm.

Sugarcane bud-planting machine
Roshan Lal Vishwakarma, Narsinghpur,
Madhya Pradesh
Sowing of sugarcane buds in field
is laborious and time consuming.
Not maintaining uniform distance
between the buds and/or varying the
depth while sowing manually may
result in less productivity. To address

Background
The son of a farmer, Roshan Lal
has evolved into a master craftsman
and skilled technician. He repairs
farm implements and equipment,
and develops innovative machineries
at his workshop. Apart from his craft,
he shares a passion for painting.
His family consists of his wife and four
children, two daughters and two sons.

One day, someone stole one of the
nozzles from the sprinkler. He could
notice the drop in pressure only after
sometime. He began thinking of ways
by which he could have detected
the leakage and the consequent fall
in pressure earlier. Materialising his
thoughts, he developed a valve connected
with a two-way switch and fitted it in
the delivery line. Any damage or loss
of nozzle created a pressure drop in
the line and in turn triggered the
two-way switch to turn the signaling
bulb on.
In 2006, Roshan Lal developed three
machines for sugarcane farms. These
machines were the sugarcane leaf
stripper, set cutter and the bud chipper.
The leaf stripper removed the leaves
so that the marauding insects cannot
lay their eggs on them. He improvised
the machines a number of times to get
the optimum cutting action, reduced
the number of flaps, and introduced
curved blades with serrated edges after
collecting feedback from the users. The
sugarcane bud-chipper is a device used
to efficiently chip off a piece of the
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Roshanlal showing the working of his machine to the Hon’ble President

sugarcane node. For this device, he
received a consolation award in NIF’s
Fifth National Awards in 2009. This
technology has been taken up by Tata
Agrico for marketing.
Later in 2008, he developed a threewheeler pesticide sprayer with a tank
capacity of 60 liters and which can be
pushed manually over the field. It covers
more than one acre in an hour and is
provided with eight adjustable nozzles
and has a coverage of four meters.
Genesis
While marketing and promoting the
sugarcane bud chipper, Roshan Lal
realised that in sugarcane farming,
many drudgery-related issues have
remained unaddressed. He observed that
farmers prefer to plant sugarcane buds
directly in the field manually, which is
a cumbersome and time consuming.
30

Once the problem got identified,
he started working on the solution.
Initially, he developed a manual planter,
with one particular type of metering
mechanism. He tried it in his field
and upon obtaining successful results,
he converted the manual version to a
tractor-mounted planter.
The sugarcane bud planter
This is a tractor-mounted sugarcane
planter with a unique metering
mechanism for planting sugarcane buds
directly into the field. As per claims, the
field capacity of the machine is 0.5 acre/
hour. Using this planter, the plantation
cost is estimated to reduce to about
Rs 800/acre from about Rs 6,000/acre
using labour. The plant-to-plant sowing
distance can also be adjusted according
to the requirements. It can also be used
for simultaneous application of fertiliser,
pesticides or herbicides in the field. For
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this purpose, the machine is equipped
with a sprayer pump.
The machine can also be used for
intercropping along with sowing of
sugarcane buds. Pulses, wheat, potatoes
and peanuts can be planted in between
two rows of sugarcane. The machine is
helpful for farmers as it can overcome
the scarcity of labourers in the peak
season. The machine requires labour
only to fill the bud box periodically.
Brick-making machine
K Chandrasekhar, Guntur, Andhra
Pradesh
Scout: Palle Srujuna
Chandrasekhar (53), a landless labourer,
who had worked in brick industry
since his childhood, has come up with
a low-cost, manually-operated brickmaking machine to reduce drudgery
in the process.

Background
Chandrasekhar was born in a farm
labourer’s family. He had to drop out
of school after Standard 3 due to a
tuberculosis infection and never went
back. He is married and has three
children. Poor financial conditions of
his family made him to work as an
agricultural labourer, porter, and in
brick-making industry, where he has
spent the longest period of his time.
Despite economic hardships, he has tried
to be creative and innovative all through.
He has made a manually-operated sugar
cane crusher and manually-operated
neem oil extractor.
Genesis
In brick industry, the tasks are
assigned on a gender basis. Men are
engaged in bringing raw material while
women are engaged in making bricks
by sitting on a small piece of stone.
Sitting and working in a squatting
posture often causes exposure of
women’s body parts sometimes leading
to embarrassment in a mixed gender
working conditions. Witnessing
many such occasions, Chandrasekhar
decided to make a machine to
reduce drudgery and to enable brick
making without the requirement of
sitting.
The brick-making machine
This is a manual
brick-making
machine, which
has mechanised
t he pro cess of
moulding, removing
excess mud and
enhancing the
p r o d u c t i v i t y.
This machine can be operated while
standing. Apart from reducing the
drudgery, it can also increase the
productivity to almost three times the
conventional method. It can make
50 bricks at a time as compared to
other brick-making machines, which

K Chandrashekhar with his machine

make 10-15 bricks. In the conventional
method, a team of six people can
make 1,500 bricks in eight hours,
which gives them an earning of
Rs 1,000-1,500. This machine also
requires a team of six labourers for
its operation. However, high productivity
of machine helps them earn more
income i.e. Rs 4,000-5,000 in eight
hours’ time. Another social advantage
of its design is that child labour,
common in the industry, cannot be
involved.
Modified boiler-based mawa maker
Subhash Ola, Alwar, Rajasthan
Mawa is an important milk product
used in making sweets. It is traditionally
prepared by boiling milk until it
becomes semi-solid. Subhash Ola (35)
has made modifications in the boiler
of conventional mawa-making machine,
making it energy-efficient.

Background
Though Subhash was very good
in studies, he had to drop out to
assist his fat her. Ap ar t f rom
farming, his father also used to drill
borewell. Subhash was initially engaged
in borewell digging but later on
took up farming and tried his hands
at computer assembling as well. He
married early and has two daughters
and a son.
Genesis
Subhash saw a boiler-based mawamaking machine at an industry in
Jaipur. At that point of time, he was
trying to design improved boilers. After
interacting with the industry person,
he got perturbed by the amount of
wood and water consumed in making
mawa. That machine used over 100 kg
of wood and 4,000 litres of water to
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Subhash Ola’s modified boiler-based mawa-making machine

make mawa from 100 litres of milk. It
also consumed considerable amount of
electricity for running chiller pump to
condense the waste steam, making the
whole process very costly.
He started to improve the design
of boiler in the mawa-making
machine and after almost 10 years of
hard work, he successfully developed
the improved boiler-based machine
in 2009.
Modified boiler-based mawa maker
In this mawa maker, the steam circuit
(boiler, kadhai, condenser, pipes) has
been made as a closed leak-proof design,
resulting in better fuel efficiency and
minimal wastage.
The used steam is also fed to the
boiler along with condensate water
32

through gravity. The closed-circuit
design stops leakages thereby reducing
the additional water requirement
(reducing from one tonne per
hour to few litres per hour).
A l s o, t h e wo o d c ons u mpt i on
has reduced drastically by using
the redesigned boiler with horizontal
fire tubes, preheating of air with flue
gases, and recycling of the steam
back to boiler without condensation.
The water filled in the boiler can be
continuously used for a long time,
unlike traditional mawa machines
where it has to be filled almost every
half an hour.
The machine has an automated stir. In
conventional practice of making mawa
in kadhai, continuous stirring is needed
to prevent milk fat from sticking to
the walls of the vessel. It can process
10-12 kg milk in a single batch with
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mechanised stirring and unloading of
the prepared mawa. This concept can
also be used for efficient heating in
dairy & food processing, textiles, rubber,
plastic industries.
Subhash is making machines with
capacity ranging from 40 litre/h to
3,000 litre/h (costing Rs 60,000-10 lakh)
depending on demand of customers. He
has sold over 60 machines in different
parts of north India.
In all his creative pursuits, his
mother has been a continuous source
of help though his father believed
he was wasting money. Being in a
joint family with three siblings also
helped as he never had the pressure
to make ends meet. A couple of
other people also helped him to file
a patent and generate resource for
his work.

Punnathanam Jathy: An improved
nutmeg variety
Varkey Thomman, Idukki, Kerala
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Va r k e y
Thomman
(76), a
farmer
f r o m
Idukki
district,
h
a
s
developed
an extralarge nutmeg variety called
Punnathanam Jathy, through
selection from a local variety. The
youngest among seven siblings,
Varkey grew up in an agricultural
environment and studied till
seventh standard in Kottayam
district. Their family migrated to
Idukki when he was about 14.
The place they shifted to was a
forest, with no roads, electricity
or other basic facilities. Sometime
in 1970s, they got the legal rights
to their land by the government.
Varkey had to start work at an
early age to help his father and
other siblings.
Genesis
About 20 years ago, Varkey
Thomman developed the
Punnathanam nutmeg variety from
the local varieties he brought to
Idukki, from his grandfather’s farm
in their native place. He developed
the improved variety. Punnathanam
Jathy is an extra-large nutmeg
variety developed in 1994 through
selection from a local variety and
further multiplied by budding. The
variety gives nutmegs of extralarge size (4.5 cm long & 3 cm
wide). A full-bearing Punnathanam
Jathy tree gives an average of
3,000 fruits/tree/year and the
weight of 50 dry fruits is 1 kg.
So, the weight of 250 dry maces
is one kg. There is comparatively
less breakage of fruits and the
variety is tolerant to pests.
The variety is being cultivated

organically and requires less
maintenance.
Indian Institute of Spices Research,
Calicut, Kerala & Krishi Vigyan
Kendra, Idukki, Kerala confirmed
the extra-large size of fruits & nuts,
high yield, dark red mace with
fully-covered seed and tolerance to
pests. It has upright growing habit.
The variety has already diffused
to Idukki, Ernakulum, Kottayam
and Trivandrum districts of Kerala
with over 500 saplings being sold.
Varkey has a small nursery of
Punnathanam Jathy, started about
three years ago. The saplings
developed from the kernels include
both male and female ones. It is
his special skill which enables him
to select the female samplings,
which he sells by visual selection.
Varkey says that he is the only
farmer in the locality who sells
the saplings raised from kernels.
He prefers kernel-raised saplings
over budded ones because he claims
that the kernel-raised trees live
longer, even more than 90 years
with good yield.
Apart from nutmeg, he cultivates
black pepper, cocoa and cardamom.
He completely follows organic
methods for all the crops and
uses a special mixture of fertiliser
called jaivamrutham.
(State and consolation awards to
be continued in the next issue)

Have you ever tried to listen
to the wisdom of your
grandparents? If so, share
with us something inspiring,
interesting or intriguing.
Selected insights will be
published along with the
photographs of your
grandparents. Other ideas
are also welcome.
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DIALOGUE

?

Interested in working on rural
innovations

Abhishek Kumar
abhishekkumar.jgd@gmail.com

My name is Abhishek Kumar and I
am an entrepreneur from New Delhi.
I have an experience of around seven
years in fashion industry. I want to work
for the development of rural India by
identifying and developing innovative
ideas. I have been travelling across
the country for the past seven to eight
months to get a better understanding
of rural issues. I have worked
with different organisations focusing on
various rural issues.
I would like to work under your
guidance and learn in the field of
rural innovations. I am ready to travel
anywhere for work.
We do need your support for an important
initiative in North Sikkim. In Dzongu region,
SRISTI is supporting the few surviving
artisans knowing the art of nettle fabric.
We are helping them teach seven ladies in
the same locality and providing stipends for
three months to learn this art. What we
need is to bring fashion design and modern
applications to this fabric’s aid. There is
abundant growth of nettle in the hills. You
can visit Tshering Lepcha, a dynamic local
village leader, who has hired a small team
for this experiment. -Ed.

?

Honey Bee Network in the Gulf

Jo Yee Yung Fung
jo.fung@arup.com

I am very impressed with the Honey
Bee Network and the concept of
‘frugal innovation’. Do you have any
branches in the Gulf Region? Or know
of other similar NGOs that you could
recommend? I am a transport engineer
with an international engineering
company and would like to work with a
local NGO to support frugal innovations
here in Qatar, UAE and other Gulf
countries. Given the significant portion
of local residents in this region are
from India and other southeast Asian
countries, I wonder if this concept
34

would be able to help improve the
living conditions here.
Many thanks for your thoughtful mail. We did
not have an active network in Gulf countries
so far but with your mail, we hope to have
closed the gap. Please share your ideas and
we will work to build partnerships. -Ed.

?

Invitation to organise a short
shodhyatra

Maganbhai H Patel
Badodara, Hansot taluka, Bharuch

I was part of the shodhyatra organised
by SRISTI in 2007. Afterwards, I joined
my organisation’s activities. Here, our
organisation works for the dissemination,
propagation and conservation of organic
farming as well as cow-based farming.
We also have a small library where we
wish to display SRISTI’s publications
and literature. I extend my humble
invitation to organise a short shodhyatra
at a place called Aliya Bet area situated
in our region.
We request you to use practices published
in Loksarvani during the dissemination of
organic farming in your area. Your suggestion
for a shodhyatra is welcome. We will plan
and think about it. -Ed.

?

No jugaad but professional skills

Thakor Babubhai Popatji
Vav, Banaskantha

I was forced to introspect after reading
the main story of Loksarvani’s in the
Jan-Feb 2015 issue. What is the difference
between jugaad, research and findings?
I was struggling to understand this.
When we are unsuccessful on trying
to solve a problem repeatedly, our
attitude is shaped by that experience.
Whenever any innovation is open for
public use, people shower blessings
on the innovator for his hard work.
The innovator either attains fame
and fortune or faces financial crisis.
Only an innovator can identify
with another innovator’s painful
situation as if they are in the mouth of
a snake a la snakes and ladders game..
Absence of professional knowledge
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is disappointing but, there is also
an enthusiasm to develop something
new.
Your letter has been selected as an awardwinning letter. Many congratulations –Ed.

?

Depleting biodiversity 		

Vaidya Jitubhai Patel
Kaya Kalp, Deesa

We have an Ayurvedic Naturopathy
Centre at Deesa. At this centre, we
are making efforts to conserve the
diminishing medicinal herbs. We have
started growing dodi, meaning Jeevanti
and Kharkhodi climbers (in Kathiyawadi
dialect). Three species are popular
in north Gujarat namely: 1) Dodi/
Jeevanti/ Meethi Kharkhodi (Leptadenia
reticulata); 2) Vachoti, meaning Varsha
Dodi; and 3) Chavda -- this species
is popular like Dodi and is seen in
areas around Unjha and Mehsana. Its
shape is like a small tap. Colloquially
called Chavdu, it was later named as
Chavda.
This species is now almost extinct and
is seen in very few places. To conserve
these, we grow 2,500-3,000 saplings
and distribute them every year for
free. Partnering with youth groups, we
have also carried out an experiment of
sowing wild medicinal plants in the
adjacent sanctuary, at Jesore.
Last year, the youth had dug pits and
sown different local seeds, weighing
more than 500 kg, in the jungle. Later
on during the survey, we realised
that among other saplings these were
developing the most. During summer,
we collect mango seed from houses
and arrange a contest. The contestants
have to throw the seeds in the jungle.
The person who throws farthest wins
the contest. This way the mango seeds
reach far off places like hills and valleys
and grow into mango trees.
We really appreciate all your efforts to conserve
the environment and make the youth aware
about the benefits of spreading mango seeds
so joyfully. –Ed.

